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What is Project Sara Butler?
Project Sara Butler is a project through 
Facebook in which we designed an account 
for a fictional character (Sara Butler) and 
sent friend requests to students throughout 
our University of Oregon community to get 
a better grasp on why individuals seek 
friendship through social media, and why 
individuals are compelled to obtain 
friendships with people they don’t know.



Overview
● The Process
● Creating Sara Butler
● Survey Questions 
● The Response to the Project
● Interviews
● Conclusion



The Process
● Creation of Sara Butler
● Acquiring Friends
● Maintaining Account
● Surveying Friends of Sara Butler
● Interview Process



● Designed fake Facebook account
○ Had her "like" pages relevant to UO 

community.
○ Sent friend requests to students at UO.
○ Maintained Facebook account by posting 

status' and photos. 

Creating Sara Butler



Creating Sara Butler



To get a better idea of how Sara's friends 
conceptualize friendships through social 
media, we sent out a survey and asked 
Sara's friends to participate in our study.

Surveying Friends of Sara Butler



The Survey Questions
● What do you think of Sara Butler?
● What was it that made you accept this 

friend request?
● Would you be willing to be interviewed? 

If so leave your name and UO email



Sample Responses
What did you think of Sara?
● "She has the most average facebook I’ve ever seen"
● "She was a very convincing college-age girl”
● “They are generally happy person but I don’t think 

anything of her”
● “She seems very sweet and down to earth”
● “She seemed nice and normal but her smile looked like 

she was hiding something. She was chewing like she 
had a secret!”



Sample Responses
Why did you accept the friend request?
● “Because I had mutual friends and saw a mutual friend 

comment on her profile”
● “I thought she was in my sorority”
● “She had a lot of mutual friends and didn’t seem...

creepy?”
● “I accept all friend requests sent to me when I have 

mutual friends”
● “She sent it and there was no reason not to” 



Other Activity on the Account
● Multiple ‘Happy Birthday’ posts on her wall
● Messages sent to Sara from other people
● Four friend requests sent TO Sara
● Facebook sent Sara messages that adding friends was 

only for people you know
● Posts done by us on the Sara Butler wall and peoples 

responses to those posts
● Five people messaged Sara to asked how they knew her



People's Reactions and 
Interactions With Sara Butler



Interview Results Courtesy of J. Jacobs

● Thoughts on Sara:
○ Similar looking girl on campus, thought she 

was in a sorority
● Why did you accept the request?

○ Mutual friends, saw her on campus
● Process of accepting request

○ Convinced she was real, mutual friends



“The only real friends you have on 
Facebook are the ones you have contact 
with and you go out of your way to talk to 
them and see them. FB is just a way to talk 
to a friend far away or acquaintances here 
and there.”

Interview Results (Cont.)



● Did you think she was real?
○ Yes

● Why?
○ Because people talked about her and 

she had a real life persona online

Interview Results (Cont.)



● Peoples’ thoughts about Sara:
○ 16% Thought she was in a Sorority
○ 41% Had mutual friends
○ 25% Thought she was in Marching Band

***Percentages come from those who were surveyed

Fun Facts 



While some people pay attention to who they 
befriend through Facebook, our research shows 
that many individuals add people that they have 
never actually met, especially if they have 
mutual friends in common with the individual. 
This shows that the concept of friendship is 
evolving into one in which physically meeting 
the individual is not necessary in order to 
interact and befriend them.  

Project Conclusion


